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The University of Michigan Law School

Last Crit Lecture Focuses on Alternative Teaching Approaches
By Chris McGuire
On Thursday evening. Robert Gordon.
aprofessor oflaw at Stanford. delivered the
!lith and fmallecture in the Critical Legal
Studies lecture series co-sponsored by the
Xational Lawyers Guild and the law school.
About one hundred and ftfty people attended to hear Gordon speak on ·critical
Legal Studies as a Teaching Method.·
Gordon opened by remarking that
Critical Legal Studies has reached a ·surrealistic trucks top." which he described as
"that strange juncture ... where an upstart
makes its mark and is accepted, but the
dark s ide is that pro\'okes a counterat
ack." It was noted with some amusement
ow Critical Legal Studies and the Law and
Economics movement are often ju.xta posed.
In discussing com·cntional forms of
teaching. Gordon slated that they are
"political ... and unnecessarily conservatizing. ·These methods. he asserted, result
in a "false legllimation of the status quo things are O.K.. incremental change Is
O.K., nothing else Is needed. ·
He said that the premises In most
cases "are silly" and that when one engages
in locating "interests·. considering ·fair·
ness· and ·efficiency·. and suggesting an

"ad hoc balancing· while Ignoring that
purposes are often in confli ct. the results
are often "haphazard jumbled rationales.·
Students are then left v:ith the "false feeling· that after being reformed. the resulting rationales ·must be opttmal. • As an
aside. Gordon mentioned that some professors love to pick apart such raUonales
·for the savage fun of the e.xercise. •
In relating the Impact of politics on the
law. Gordon observed that 20th century
American courts have frequently "punted
to the black-box oflhe legislature. · He also
stated that Law and Economics "has served
as a Marshall Plan to build some terrain
worth defending.·
Gordon also observed that followers of
CLS are usually teachers. not activists. but
this was not "because they believe if you
perfect the doctrine of offer and acceptance. that all race. class. and sex [discrimination] would disappear." In the
classroom, he urged a ·critical a pproach to
a subject." one that does not "defend or
rationalize the exis ting system."
One method he suggested would be to
·put out all the alternatives fordealingwlth
a case.· Another method could emphasize Stanford Law Professor Robert Gordon speaks with two students after delivering
fifth lecture in Critical Legal Studies series.
See LECTURER, page FIVE
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Music Industry Discussed in
IPSA Lecture
Special to the Res Gestae
Kevin Gilmartin, Director of the
UniVersity's Office of Major Events. told
the Intellectual Property Students Association that profound changes in the recording industry have led to an Increased
role for lawyers In the entertainment tourIng indus try. Gilmartin delivered his presentation. entiUed "The Legal Aspects of
Entertainment Production,· last 1\.iesday
at a lunchtime meeting of IPSA.
Gilmartin. whose work involves the
booking of acts for the Power Center. HIU
Auditorium, and Crisler Arena. said that
the days of the personal manager taking
care of everything for the artist are long
gone. Now, with the new emphasis on the
business aspects of the industry. the artists are now being represented by lawyers.
accountants. and professional bus iness
managers.
Drawing parallels with the automobUe industry. Gilmartin explained that inlcreases In petroleum prices in the 1970s
caused the cost of vinyl records, made of

9

petroleum. to soar. Thus. tn 1980, the
music industry suffered Its llrst reduction
In sales, dropping 15%. A major restructuring of the industry followed. resulting
in the recent emphasis on business.
Gilmartin noted that the entertainment louring Industry did not exist twenty
years ago. With Woods tock and other
similar events of that time. the idea of l
artists touring the country to give concerts
took hold. Gilmartin said that not much
money is made in concerts and that the
tours are done mosUy to promote album
sales. Nevertheless, the negotiation of a
contract with an artist Is now conducted
1
mosUy through lawyers. Also, a tour ·
manager. usually an accountant. now
accompanies the artist on a tour. These
were roles formerly played by the artist's
personal manager. Gilmartin explained.
The Detroit metropolitan area. Gilmartin told the listeners. is one of the
largest entertainment markets in the country. by virtue of a large middle class that
wants and can aJTord entertainment.
1

I

By Eunice Park
The Law School boycott planned for
Thursday protests · racism. se.'<ism. classism and homophobia in America's law
schools.
Sponsored by the National Lawyers·
Guild. the Asian-American Law Students
Association. the Black Law Students Alliance, the Hispanic Law Students Association, and the Women Law Students Association. the boycott is part of the Nationwide Law Student Strike.
Students at over 35 law schools will
not attend classes tomorrow to call attention to discrimination based on race. gender, economic class and sexual orientallon
within America's law schools.
The movement was inspired by the
strike which took place at Boalt Hall Law
School on AprU 6. 1987, expressing the
students· dlssaUsfaction with the dearth of
women and people ofcolor on the fac ulty of
their law school.
The sponsors of the strike urge students to boycott law school classes on
Thursday or wear a black armband In

recognition of the Importance of faculty
d~,·~ity to the 1(\w school population.
Arm'6ands ~be avaJ.]~ble from the offices
of the sponsoring groups on the day of the
strike.
Students are urged to write a letter to
each oflhe professors with whom they have
a class this semester. even If that class
does not meet on Thursday. In order to
ensure that the message reaches all faculty
members.
Form letters will be available from the
sponsoring groups: offices.
A petition signed earlier this year urgIng that the faculty hire more people of
color and more women will be delivered on
Thursday to Professor Weiler. Chair of the
Faculty Hiring Committee.
Earlier this semester. a chart Indicated
that 37 white males. 2 white women. and
one Black woman are currenUy on the
tendured faculty.
Since the strlke. Boalt's administration has.hired three professors of color and
tenured two women.
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Hail to the Victors
Congratulations to the Michigan Wolverine basketball team, the new national
champions. They have made the entire University and State proud. Congratulations also to Blake Ringsmuth and Steve
Cemak on their fabulous prognostication.
Congratulations are also in order for all
the "fans" who "celebrated" the victory by
trashing the campus and wrecking South
University. You all kept alive the wonderful
memory of the 1984 Tigers World Championship and sent a great image of Michi.gan
across the country. Way to go!

============:::TI mabout

A Different World

up in gangs, but the reality is that the hard core gan5
member Is very likely beyond reach.
111e loyal and re ~pected member of the Clips or the
I imagine a world where the crackle ofgunfire Is not an
uncommon expelience, where blood flows freely in the Bloods has no other desire than to kill his lival gang
streets everyday come rain or shine. If it sounds a lot like member and spread his/her corrupt Influence. It is not
a state of Anarchy then maybe It is. There's no law for unusual for a long standing member to have been shot
many times. and every wound Is like a badge of courage.
those who die, and those who kiJljust don't care.
This practice of ·gang banging·. as they call it. has
Where is this place. you might ask? Lebanon. El
We hope the grade infonnation and stuSalvador, Iran? No, the world I am Imagining is light here been around for quite so.netirne. Those who participate in
dent surveys are helpful in course selecin the land of the free and the home of the brave. It's It are good at it. and they love it. just like some of us here
. tlons. The RG appreciates the cooperation
America. It's Los Angeles, it's Washington. D.C.: It's spread- might •Jove lhe law.· The new twist that has appeared in
of Deans Eklund and Cooper in the accumuing to your home town, and It's not just in my imagination. the gang environment is that someone or group has
lation of the data and working through the
It might be hard to accept the fact that Anarchy can e.'Cist started to turn it into a prcfttable business. The gang
within the most powerful democracy in the universe, but members are deeply involved in crime, and they use the
various intricacies of the issues involved.
proceeds from their criminal exploits to invest in the drug
it does. and It Is spreading.
Thanks also to those professors who sent us
Jus
t
fora
minute
put
yourself
in
someone
else's
shoes.
business.
Consequently. some of the more senior gang
their grades. We appreciated the openess.
for
Instance
a
young
man
or
woman
somewhere
between
members
are
no longer just poor kids from a poor neighHopefully, the student surveys can be
borhood.
They
are climinals with the means to buy all the
the
ages
of
12
and
25.
Of
course.
you
would
not
have
widened in the future. The RG tried to
weapons they need and are becoming progressively more
in
fact
you
would
be
lucky
If
you
have
a
wealthy
parents,
personal approach, as massive pendaflexparent at d J, and imagine you live in South Los Angeles. sophisticated.
ing usually does not garner a big response.
Suddenly your main concern is not what college you would
I know this might not seer.t like the most appropliate
Anyone who Is interested in working on this
like to attend or what career you might pursue, but the topic for a law school paper. but what better place ls there
project for the future (i.e. the fall semester),
ftrst and foremost thought in your mind is how you will to talk about lawlessness. The gang problem is no longer
please contact Stephen Tsal at the RG. ·
swvlve day to day. In parts of Los Angeles a young man Isolated in Los Angeles: the most recent reports are that
or woman can become an instant target for something as the higher ups in the "Clips· and the "Bloods" are spreadtrivial as wealing the wrong ·colors.· and the pollee can do ing their Influence to small towns in the mid-west. They
nothing about It.
are enlisting kids in these towns to sell their drugs. and
The police no longer control the streets of LA They they are attempting to create a nationwide network. In
have given that up to the "Clips" and the "Bloods". I know other cities such as Washington. D.C. the drug warfare ls
these names might sou'nd like some Hollywood concoc- not as organized, but the blood-shed is twice as intense.
Recently in D.C. US Congressman Hatfield was caught
tion, but believe me, they're not. Themembersofthesetwo
As just and fair warning, The Res Gestae
factions are n'lt klds looking for fun ; they are violent people in the crossfire of a shoot out while driving from a
is announcing that, barring some great event
that deal In crime, drugs and death . In Los Angeles one restaurant with his wlfeand child. but luckily he managed
of import that forcess an extra edition, the
person dies a violent death almost every day at the hands to flee unscathed. He later talked about the incident and
of a gang member. They are not always actual gang said he did not report it because he felt that the D.C. police
last issue of the RG for this academic year
members that do the killing; sometimes It Is Just some were overwhelmed. His decision not to report it was
wl1l be next week, April 12th. Any organyouth with a gang In tellect. The victims are very often without doubt wrong. although his assessment of the
lztlon who wishes a notice or other ancompletely innocent bystanders or some good kid who situation was prophetically correct
The pollee are overwhelmed not only in D.C. but In
nouncement to run should submit the copy
thinks the light thing to do Is break up a fight.
by its required deadline. (Advertisements
Many people think that most of these gang members many cities. We are living ln a country that has one foot
. are due In by Friday at 5 :00, notices are due
are Just kids that have no choice but to Join a gang. Soc.lal in Anarchy, and lf something is not done soon it will only
In Lisa salvia's pendaflex by 12:00 on 'Monworkers and concerned citizens feel that If they are given become worse. Like Congressman Hatfield, you may find
day.)
some alternatives then the gang problem will disappear. yourself caught ln the crossfire, and I hope you are lucky
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;Hopefully. that Is the case for some youths that get mixed enough to escape unharmed.

Open.Grading

Coming Down
the Home Stretch

By Tony Tunnell
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Sessions Invitation Is Symbolic Mfront
To the Editor:

law school In the country to Impos e sanctions on the FBI,
The controversy s uiToundtng the Invitation extended a nd was followed by several oU1er law schools . including
to FBI Director William Sessions to speak at this year's Syracuse a nd Ohio State. The ban was first and foremost
Law School commencement has not abated . The Invita- a symbolic victory over Institutional cliscliminalion. We
tion has received national a ttention and there is wide- believe the Invita tion to Sessions makes the victory a
spread opposition among law students to the School's hollow one.
Exa mined In U1is light, the Invitation to Sessions has
choice of speaker. It is Hispa nic law students. however.
1\'ho are uniquely alTer led by the choice of Sessions. It is a symbolic effect of its own. Although Ses sions has only
; ispanic law students who are forced to reconcile the recently Joined the FBI. the fac t that he heads the agency
~ntradiction of a n outright recruiting ban with the invi- U1a t discrimina tes agains t Hispanics makes him personation of Sessions to engage in a one-sided oration at the ally responsible. The implicit message Is that the agency
nost symbolically important event of our Law School designa ted to enforce civil rights. but which has violated
xperience. It is graduating His panics who must explain the civil righ ts ofHispa nlcs. is rewarded with an invitation
>their families that the director of a government agency to address the graduates of this Law School. Sessions has
mnd to discriminate against Hispanics has been given yet to admit agency wrongdoing or denounce the disclirni·
1e hon or of spea king at graduation. Because the invila- natory acts . and will no doubt attempt to persuade a
)n most directly tramples the rights and dignity of captive and a ttentive audience that the court's ruling
ispanics, the Hispanic Law Students Association Is addressed isola ted incidents Ins tead of a pattern of dis·
•mpelled to register a formal protes t.
crimination. Such a s peech would be insulting because
Following a federal district court's decis ion that the allegations of replisals against the Hispanic agents who
II was guilty of systematic discrimina tion against 439 filed U1e suit still surface and to the best ofour knowledge.
spanic agents, the Law School suspended FBI campus minorities have yet to be appointed to inner-agency tn,·es1 Tllitment for one year. The court's ruling provided a
Ugatory boards.
f lual finding so unmistakable tha t the Law School's
Last year the School honored Julius Chambers. one of
idiscriminaUon policy. however vaguely defined. was this country's most outstanding civil lights advocates. by
c trly violated. The suspension quickly received a favor- Inviting him to speak at commencement. This year the
a ! response in the local and national pres s. and the School honors the director of a federal agency that has
p ~eption was that on a campus blighted by well-publi· violated the civil lights of its own employees by disclirni·
ci :i a cts of dlsclimlnation, the dean of the Law School nating on the basis of race. The contrast is a stark one and
WI ld not tolerate discrimination. not even from the FBI.
the Invitation Is insensitive lf not brutally thoughtless.
n FBI has admitted that it recruits very few agents from
We are not urtrnindful of the First Amendment arguth Law School, but a one-year ban on recruitment sent ments put forth In support of the invitation. Certainly a
sli 1g signals across the country. Michigan was the first speech by Sessions would foster the marketplace of ideas
and a healthy debate over disputed issues. A dialogue over
those issues. however, would be best served lf Sessions
participated in a panel discussion or a symposium on civil
lights. and we would openly welcome such discussions.
Unfortunately. the Law School has chosen a most inappropriate forum. and we suspect Sessions's speech will
o __e Editor:
not be a dialogue, but a monologue aimed at enhancing the
Student Input in the Law School decision-making political reputation of the FBI.
rocess Is a worthy goal; however. the possible lawsuit by
If the substantive reasons behind the choice are
he National Lawyers Guild appears at this stage to be the flawed. certainly the Law School's procedural mechaeast constructive means of seeking tha t goal.
nis ms for selecting commencement speakers are open to
To this observer ll appears that some of the students criticism. We are puzzled and angered by the manner in
nvolved in the current attempt to subject faculty meetings which we were Informed of the Invitation. The story of the
o the strictures of the Michigan Open Meetings Act have public release of the Invitation. in addition. demonstrates
ol taken some of the most elementary s teps toward a profound insensitivity to minority concerns. The story
chieving a constructive dialogue between faculty and broke only after Representative John Conyers (D-Detroit)
students.
reported t~ a Black Law Students Alliance representative
The uninformed and premature nature of these stu- that he had a conversation with Sessions. in which
dents' complaints was evident In a letter signed by s Lx. Conyers s uggested that the FBI had problems on the
which appeared in the March 15 RC. In the letter It was Michigan campus. Sessions replied that no. the FBI did
claimed that last year's faculty debate concerning the not have problems. evidenced by the fact that he had been
summer-starter program took place without student in·
pul This statement Is so far afield from the truth that it
leads me to question the effort these students have (;X·
pended in trying to es tablis h a dialogue with the facu lty. To the Editor:
Law students at Boalt Hall have designated April 6 as
The truth Is. last yea r's debate over the summera
day
to voice discontent with the homogeneous make-up
~arter program was ma rked by the desire of many faculty
members for student input. This desire led to an oppor- of the faculty of their school. and they have called on all
students in the nation's law schools to unite In this day of
~JD.ity for three student representatives from the LSSS to
participa te in two facul ty meetings In which the issue was protest. To draw attention to ·unequal treatment under
debated. Furthermore. after it was decided to retain the the law - racism, sexism, classism and homophobia in
SUmmer starter program. a committee of equal faculty and America's law schools.· Boalt students will boycott classes
for the day and participate in a rally dealing with the
~udent representation was formed to propos e improvefaculty-hiring problem.
t:tnts in the summer starter program.
A simllar protest held last year at Boalt (with 80
If the objective of the complaining students Is to
percent
student support) resulted in a slight increase in
achieve better decision making a t the Law School. then
:l:ty should remember that a lawsuit Is not a cure-all nor the number of women and people of color on lhe Boalt
should It be a first step in an effort to secure greater faculty. Today. there are three women and one Black man
student input In decision-making. The filing of a lawsuit among the 45 tenured faculty at the school. Desirous of
s a polarizing act and should be undertaken only after further progress. students sat in a t Dean Jesse Choper's
(Very channel of communication has broken down and office last week. urging Choper to allow them to express
then only upon a sincere belief that the suit would actually their concern at an open faculty meting. Choper claimed
~g about a positive change In the way decisions will be not to have the authority to do that.
The people at Boalt have highlighted a problem that Is
lllade in the future.
The tenor of the current debate leads me to question readily apparent in virtually all our law schools. They have
thether the proposed lawsuit will be a positive and asked the other schools to join them because the numbers
in other places are Just as bad (worse at The University of
tcnstructive moment in the history of our Law School.
Bill Bock Chicago). and the harms resulting from the imbalance are

Open Meetings
L~wsuit Unwise

invited to speak at Michigan Law School's commencement. The rapid progression of events leads us to believe
the School planned all along to mitigale the political
damage of the recruiting ban. Further. why were we not
informed . and when did the Law School plan to make an
a nnouncement? Is it not duplicitous to publicly present
an intolerance for discrimination, but to pliva tely condone
acts of discrimina tion through secret plans lo Invite
Sessions to speak at commencement?
There are. however. remedies to the harm. Quite
simply. the Law School can rescind Its invitation to
Sessions , and we ask that it do so as soon as possible.
Speaking at commencement is a plivilege. not a right: the
Law School can find a tactful way to revoke Its offer.
We recognize. of course. that the Law School may not
accede to our request. If so, perhaps Sessions could be
persuaded to discuss how an agency that Is supposed to
protect civil rights came to abuse those lights. Perhaps
Sessions could focus on the pervasive elements inside the
FBI that led to the discrimination. and how those elemenlc;
have been eliminated.
A more adequate remedy. however. would be to have
two graduation speakers. Certainly the Law School could
invite a real hero- Bernardo Perez. former San Juan
bureau chief and once the highest ranking Hispanic FBI
agent. who put his career on the line when he ftled the
lawsuit against the FBI. In the alternative. the Law School
could lnvile the attorneys who represented Perez and let
them speak about their experiences during the lltigauon.
If the School is truly interested in a dialogue. two opposing
viewpoints would more effectively guarantee the ·marketplace of Ideas.· Is this not the more reasonable and Just
response to the issue?
The political realities and the symbolism surrounding
the controversy cannot be ignored. The poll tical reality Is
that Sessions Is a powerful. highly placed government
official who obviously can e.xert enough influence at
Michigan to be invited to speak at graduation. The
symbolic effect Is thal the School has recanled on Its
pledge to punish those who dlscrtmlnate in employment.
Sessions was not Invited because. as the School
asserts. he is an interesting guy. Sessions was Invited
because he Is the director of the FBI. Similarly. this letter
Is not also sent to Bollinger because he Is a Ftrst Amendment scholar. but because he Is dean of Michigan Law
School. Finally. commencement Is not merely a ceremony
where degrees are conferred: It Is a celebration of our
common bellef in a system that stands for Justice and
equality. The Invitation to Sessions makes a symbolic
gesture so contrary to those ideals that we cannot but lose
faith in the very system that we have spent years learning
to believe ln.
Cesar Alvarez
Chairperson, Hispanic Law Students Association

Protest Faculty Homogeneity
Identical.
Events here at M1chlgan have exposed (as lf lt were not
visibly obvious) an equally disturbing faculty-hiring rec·
ord. Someone at Michigan made a chart contrasting the
race/ gender mix ofourfaculty 20years ago a nd today. For
anyone who didn't see It and hasn't counted. we now have
three women and one person of color among our 40
tenured faculty. And one of the aforementioned tenured
professors falls into both categories. Recently. students
signed a petition to Dean Bollinger expressing our dissatIsfaction with this state of affairs and asking him to hire
more women and minority faculty.
Students at Michigan should Join people at Boalt and
other schools In boycotting classes April 6. Several
student groups here. Including the Black Law Students
Alliance and the National Lawyers Guild. have endorsed
the boycott. Alternative activities for the day are being
planned . We s hould recognize this boycott and write
letters to our professors. e..xplaining why we wUl not be in
class. so that we focus attention on a situation that is
hannful and alienating.
Robert Pallitto
National Lawyers Guild

This year more than
25,000 graduating
law students will
take BAR/BRI in
preparation for their
bar examination.

There must be areason why.
BAR REV IE W

26111 Evergreen, Suite 302, Soulhficld, MI 48076
(313) 354-7 111 or 1(800) 245 EXAM
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Fall 1988 Course
Curves Finally
Released
By J ames Henderson
After an inquiJy into the public nature ofgrade curves.
1l1e Res Gestae has obtained the grade curves for all
classes held last fall under the auspices of the Freedom of
Information Act. The tJniversity's General Counsel determined that the only possible argument that could be used
to keep curves from public knowledge would be based on
the Prtvacy Act.
Dean Eklund subsequently sent a memo to faculty
members. asking whether they would like to pursue that
argument. Although a couple of professors expressed
interest In doing so. no one was adamantly in favor oflh1s.
Thus. we print the grades here.

Lecturer Explains
Grit Teaching
Continued from page ONE
range of possibilities · in arriving at a particular outcome.
He advocated having students ·practice the whole set ofalternatives: especially since many opposing viewpoints
are conveniently provided by Law and Economics adhertols. The end result would be ·getting students to
recognize that there are a limited number of moves applied
n endlessly different contexts.·
Using such pedagogical methods would show that
'!he system yields no 'right" answers· and that under such
acondition there Is "no absolution for doing anything 'bad'
as a lawyer since there Is always choice and therefore
rtSpons ibllity. •
Cordon gave as a n example an application involving
amachine worker who Is fired by his employer for refusing
fD use the machine In a manner the employee considers
IJlsafe. He s tated tha t the "default P.Osltlon· that there
Is no claim by the employee for being fired because "that"s
capitalism· Is nothing but "mindless conceptualism·
because It merely solves the problem by resolving to ·a
definitional s top.· Cordon also noted two other alternative
celhods of argument · ·tradition · 'Its always been this
1\Cly' and policy · 'It s hould remain there.'" While some
ellldency arguments are usually made on behalf of the
tmployer retaining s uch control. equally valid arguments
ran be made on behalf of giving the employee such
d:scretlon - it ts usually the worker alone who has the
::achine -specific knowledge necessary to make such a
~ion. Cordon said.
In concluding the lecture. Cordon s ummarized by
~ling that "although the law is not lnfmllely malleable.
j)OSslbllities Ifor change) are already inherent.·
In a ddressing questions from the audience. Cordon
ouched o n several topics. He agreed with one ques tioner
:tat adopting CLS methods does not necessarily lead to
tfUst ou tcomes · but merely ones tha t challenge the
s:atusquo. He said in response toanotherqueslion which
'Ondered lf Ja w schools' admission policies filtered out
totential CLS a dherents that it was "hard to teu· and that
ts experience on an admissions committee Indicated that
)'ou just can't tell from admit files." "The basic selection
'process) favors risk-averse people who are grade-focused
a:xi never got a 'B' in high school.· As for the potential
efect of attending law school. "those who go Inf o the
sausage grtnder come out as sausage,· was his observa!i;n. "I assume your school is like mine · a law school
~llllnated by the placement offi ce.·
In response to a final question regarding the FBI/
Sessions imbroglio, Gordon s aid that he ·must admit It
t;pears tactless in the circumstances· b ut that one ·must
ktep smelly orthodoxies from balancing smelly
Orthodoxies... and keep discourse open."
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A sentiment we can all agree on, I'm sure. And it doesn't have to end because of
graduation! Keep that feeling alive, without the threat of final exams looming over
your head, by subscribing to the Res Gestae. Mailed directly to your home or office,
the RG will keep you informed on how things have (or haven't) changed in Ann Arbor, Mich., while you continue to enjoy favorite features such as "Law in the Raw",
crossword puzzles that Einstein couldn't solve, and commentary you've come to
expect from Ann Arbor's Oldest Law School wee~y. All this for the low, low price
of $10 per term. Or, if you prefer, order one full year of the RG for only $15. That's
a 25o/o savings!! So do something for yourself. Subscribe to the Res Gestae.

Yes, I'll take one semester of the
RG at the low price of $10.
I'll go one better - give me one
year of the RG for only $15. I
realize I'll save 25%.
Send this ad and a check payable to the Res Gestae to 721 S. State Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
Or drop it by the RG pendaflex in Room 300, Hutchins Hall, if that's more convenient.

Name:------------------------------------------------Address: ---------------------------------------------City:_ _ _ _ __ State: - - - - - Zip: _ __
Telephone #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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New Library Addition to be Built; Art Critics Applaud
By P. Amy Hoffman
Ina long-awaited news conference held
last weekend, University President James
Duderstadt and Dean of the Law School
Lee Bollinger announced that more space
will be added to the law school libra ry by
constructing an addition underneath the
Law Quadrangle. The centerpiece of the
new addition will be a forty-foot-tall glass
pyramid. placed in the middle of the quad.
which will act as a skylight.
Noted Ann Arbor architect J.P. AlkJnson. from the firm of Hobbs and Calvin,
said that glass pyramids were now all the
rage. "Since I. M. Pel decided to shake up
the art community with his new underground addition to the Louvre in Paris. and
considering.tbe cc•::.ts, both financial and
aesthetic, of building a new gothic library
addition, I thought I'd try to shake up the
legal world. Lord knows they need it.·
The dean explained that. although the
old underground addition still has plenty
of space for more books, this part of the
library will be used for study In more focused areas of the law. In honor oflhe Federalist Society's successful growth In recent years, the addition will be named the
Edwin Meese Library for Women's and Minority Legal Studies. "With the great strides
we've made this year, between the 'Feds'
and the appointment ofCatharine MacKinnon, It only seemed right thc>.t we'd consider
them both. I tokl William Sessions that
he's getting hi~ chance at graduation.·
The addition will hous'! a state of the
art office for Profe1>sor MacKinnon, brand
new large offices for WLSA. BLSA, and
MAP. as well as more stacks and computer
resources. Neither Rob Goldberg nor Fred
Schauer could be reached for comment.
Since much of the fur.ds necessary to
complete the project will be coming from
pariicular private sources, access to the
library may have to be limited during particularly peak usage periods. Bollinger
c::xplalned, Jhls Is a necessary evil. As long
as the addition Is open to most Jaw s tudents, most of the tlme, that's OK with me.·
Construction Is slated to begin just
about the time this year's summer starters
arrtve on campus, closing down the main
entrance to the Reading Room, and should
continue into 1992. First years who consider the quad as their hallowed sporting
grounds have expressed their outrage at
the loss of turf. Several incoming students
were asked about this in this year's admissions application. "This really... can I say
that in the RG ... oh. OK. thanks... sucks!"
commented Michigan bench-wanner and
future Supreme Court erJ. P. Oosterbaan.
However, the Sluggers were drunk. With
delight. that is. "i'\ow, nofirst-yearwlseguys
v.ill be able to measure up to any of us:
claimed key Slugger Clinton Elliott.
Another casualty to progress will be
The Bar. No, not the exam. The snack
.ounge. Atkinson claimed that this was the
only place where the addition could connect to the current structure without destroying any of the basement offices or the
new computer center. "Besides, who knows
how much asbestos could be i.n the men's
room.· The LS 3 has expressed concern
about the loss of revenue, but university
officials assured them that they would
simply raise the lab fee to compensate.
~ewlyelected third year representativeJosh

Rovlne was heard to say "Final Four Tshirts, more money!" In a related matter.
Hostess, concerned with lowered profits,
has lodged a complaint with the law school.
Complaints about the old new addition, to the effect tha t it was too quiet. have
prompted architects to place a fountain on
the second underground floor of the addjUon. directly underneath the forty-foot tall
pyramid. The soothing sounds of rushing
water will keep everyone attentive, clalmed
noted First A.'llendment sc:·10lar and Morton Downey Jr. protege Yale Kamisar.
"Besides, it will gl·:e us all a place to cool ofT
during the summer. Boy I get annoyed
during the summer.· The Environmental Law Society and the Water Law class have
proposed stocking the fountain with a rare
French water mammal. "Given the UmJng
of this announcement. we believed the
'Poisson d'Avril' would be an appropriate The drawing. below. by local architect J . P. Atkinson, is a north-to-south erose·
section of the Law Quad, with Legal Research on the right and the new library
inhabitant for the new pyramid.·
addtion, in the middle of the Quad, shown as they will be connected. Atkinson's
design is inspired by 1. M. Pel's addition to the Louvre in Paris, above.

\

Placement Office Adopts New Firm Selection
By Graham Cracker
The motives behind Pete Rozelle's recent resignation as Commissioner of the
NFL was suddenly clarified by the surprising a:mouncement last week that he would
become President of the American Bar
Association (ABA). Mr. Rozelle unveiled his
new Program for Inverse Mutual Parity
(PIMP), In which law firms will be allowed to
select graduating law students in reverse
order of the frrm's reputation. "This will
return a measure of competition and excitement into the legal field,- boasted
Rozelle. "Why should only MacKenzie.

Procedu~e

Brackman have a 1V contract? By the lime on Sub-3, Mr. Kennedy paused from eating
I'm finished, Detroit Law will be j ust as big his vegetarian Jandwtch long enough to
as LA Law!"
express satisfaction with his selection.
lmplementlng the program. Michigan "Hyatt. huh? I guess that's pretty good, eh?
Placement Di:-ector Nancy Krieger an- Do they do a lot of pro bono?"
nounced that Joe) Hyatt Legal Services
Kreiger also noted that trendy NY firn1
won the rights to the first pick. Mr. Hyatt Cravath, Swaine and Moore would have
quickly intimated to the IG that he would the last pick in the upcoming draft. Crause that selection to take MLR EIC Kevin vath has been trying to swing an eleventh
Kennedy. Hyatt said that Kennedy would hour deal with competitor Skadden. Arps
put the "fear back into our legal services. and Flaum. AJthoug~ Skadden has reHe's going to be a great addition to our jected several previous otTer~ by Cravath,
Fargo office!"
the firm may be ready to accept Cravath's
Located in the Law Review Dining Hall
Call Your Mother, page SEVEN

,.

Th Iodl Ge 1 ta .. April5 1989 .. pate eight ··I bet you'r e wondering • Just who could be respon ail!ie for this journalistic travesty?" People like J im Henderson, Stephen Tsal, Cliff Moore.
e
e
'
Colin Zick, Ellen Marks, and The Michigan Daily. Wait, they're like this normally. Anyway, don't complain to Paul. He's n ot respon s ible
for this, and besides, he's had a busy day and h e needs the rest.

Margo Adams To .. . Uh ... Matriculate Here
like Boggs did. Adams replied. "As a matter of fact,
more than a few did. There was just before the
whole Penthouse thing was revealed (so to speak.)
That cute. storky-lookin' guy. what's his name?
Matt. yea. Matt Rosser. He was no W::tde Boggs. but
I'd sit there In the stands. and he knew that I was
wearing his jock strap. I think that really inspired
him. He always said he played better when I was
there.
In addition to her liaisons with Boggs. Olson
and Rosser, Adams also adrrtitted havtng an affair
with the late President John F. Kennedy. "I was
only 10 years old at the time. but when the President calls. what can you do? I believe in serving my
country.· It was this association that made Adams
question the character of another well-known
politician. Lloyd Bentsen.
"When he pulled that 'You're no Jack Kennedy'
stuli on Danny, oh, I could have screamed. He
really didn't know what he was talking about. I
kept yelling at the 1V, 'I knew John Kennedy. and
Danny is so much belter. He doesn't have any back
problems!'"
Asked why she never revealed this association
in her expose in Penthouse. Adams retorted. "Oh,
I've been saving that for my mudwrestling debut on
Geraldo.·
Surprisingly. Adams says she has plans to
study law at the close of her current publicity tour.
"I've always been interested in issues of family Jaw.
like those palimony cases.· Adams has n0 fear that
she'll be accepted to the only school to which she
applied. Michigan. "I talked to that nice. blond
dean of yours. He reminds me a lot of Wade. He
said that as long as I kept on doing the things I have
been, I should have no problem In being arccplcd. • Pat Schroede r, her political career in ruins, debuted at Rackham
When contacted for his feelings regarding this Auditorium last month, begininning her singing career with a
story. Law School professor Yale Kamisar had no heartfelt rendition of "Feelings."
comment.
denBerg would have been a real Impact player fo r us:
commented Sessions. ·we all hope only the best for h er in
the coming years in Boise:
Controvery reared ill> head when the draft committee.
Continued from ... uh ... some place BEFORE
made up equally of hberals and conservatives, could not
newest bid: five million dollars of high-yield. high-risk. plained Hunter. who has been notlcably absent from agree whether the ACLt; or the Heritage Foundation had
less-than-investment grade bonds. and a spin-ofT of classes recently. "If I am nota hardship case. I don't know a worse reputation. It was finally agreed a coin toss would
Cravath's late night catering service. Contacted by the JG, how Is. Anyway. I'm anxious to try that bar review rourse· . be held. setting ofT a near-not over who would get tails.
Mr. Flaum of Skadden. Arps observed. "how bad can it be continued Mr. Hunter. who apparently suffers from sevStudent reaction to the new plan has been mixed.
... I mean the worse we do is get Jocko Knappmann ... that eral rrtisconceptlons regarding the nature of bar examina- "Damn. this is great!" commented LA-bound Dave Carney.
ls. aah, I think maybe if we don't bite the bullet now, we tions and the bar he is going to join.
"I knew staying up late. mastertng Xenon, drinking heavjust mJght end up with that Lenenberg in the '91 draft ...
Expert analyslst have been burning the midnight oil ily. would pay ofT big. · Moot Court semi-fmalist Robert
God. parity is hell!"
plotting out where the various stars. almost stars. Malchman could not be reached for comment on ~is
~ Krieger furthe r reported that 2L Harold Hunter has Joumeypersons. bums and untenured profs would end up placement in Lawrence. Kansas. but compadre John
been declared ineligible for his final year of studies at ln the upcoming event. FBI Director William Sessions Getisch noted that the area is "like virgin territory. It's
Michigan and Intends to enter the upcoming draft as a noted he was sorry that his team would have to forfeit its wide-open for a guy of Roh.·rl'c; talents. He'll make a
"hardship" case. ·rm not learning a #$%& thing!" ex- d raft choice for past recruiting violations. "Kris ten V:m- memorable impression. I ruu ~· .... •

By Che Juan Ricochet
In a shocking revelation. Margo Adams. shopllfier. ex-mortgage banker. one-tlme mistress to
Wade Boggs (and half the Amertcan League). admitted that she has also been involved \vith members
of the Law School community. In an exclusive
Interview with the RG. the scanWy-clad Adams
admitted to havtng sexual relations with RG colum·
nlst Steve Olson. among others.
"I was in love with Steve. He said he'd leave
Minnesota. the RG. the Thongs on Ice', anything for
me." Adams explained. Olson. when asked to
comment of this revelation, refused to talk to the
RG. saying only that he was a happily married man.
and that his interview with Barbara Walters would
explain everything.
"Oh. the things Steve told me about the RG. the
drinking. the affairs the writers were having. the
green stu1Iin the refrigerator. He also told me about
the editor-in-chief. Paul Czarnota. For some reason. Steve believed Paul was the Pope. 'He's always
going around. pontificating· Is what Steve used to
say. That always used to puzzle me. If Paul really
were the Pope, why would he work for a rag like the
RC?"
When questioned further about the nature of
her relationship with Olson, Adams continued.
"Late at night. Steve would get writer's block while
working on his column. or his note. So I'd go visit
hlm. sit by the computer. and tell hlm that I wasn't
wearing any panties. That didn't fix the wliter's
block. but he seemed to enjoy it anyway. It's odd.
though. He seemed to get writer's block every
night."
Adams also admitted that she played a role in
the. strong play of the foremenUoned "Thongs on
Ice.· "I'd sit high up In the stands in Yost. so the
players could look up my dress.When asked If any ~ongs· player took to her

Kennedy Kops Key to Hyatt

Survey Sez ..
HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN SU R V EV S E Z

By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers
1

M

PART TW O :

PART ON E: T HE D ATA

I . Thi nk of s h< or seven unre l etea ques ti ons of curren t cempus I nteres t with
yes or no enswers, l ike 'Do you worry about t he Greenhouse Effect?
Do you eam l re Leern ea Hena more t hen weae Boggs?
Do you t hink Ginger woula bee more fun aete then Mery Ann?'
2. Cell 5 or 6 lew stuaents on the phone end
Inquire es t o their opinions on t hese t opics.

-

3. Get th ree busy signels, f ou r answeri ng mach i nes
t wo unemusea thlra - yeers ena turn t o oth er
sources
4. Survey your roommate Survey your nelghllor
Survey some people stenalng eround t he Lewyer·s Clull.
Survey yourself Twice.
5. Find some sourc e with l ot s or lnformellon t het
might yield yes-no ensw ers

FU N WIT H GRI,PHICS

6. Extrepo let e f rom the 20 opinions you receive whe t the l ew school proMDly t hinks
Carefully celculete the percentages r or eech preference.
7. Meke severe! "pte grephs· (perttculerly good when the stetisll cs
show 100~ egreement)

JL""'

8

Keep USA Toatty In mind at el l limes.

9 Be cere ru1 not to be too rlrst-yeer-orlented.
1o. Ch enge ell te xt t o New Cen tury Schoolbook.
SPEC IAL T HANKS TO :

s. Ol son r or his lllumlnetlng, yet enonymous, suggestions
s. Gessler r or his endless pati ence
S. Tset f or everything

- Classifieds
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ubmit pieces with proper remittance

S

50~ I first 25 words. 25¢ I each addiiona! 10 words) to Lisa Salvia's (2 L)
ndaflex by noon NEXT Monday. Norices for student organizations in good
tanding with the RG are free.

F

:::

Personafs

Congra tulations to Don ·of the Dead" West
on his commemora tive "Onion Head" hair·

The Women's Law Student Association Is
Sublet: HUGE 1 bedroom apt located on S. calling for nominations for the a nnual
Forest. 2 blocks south of Hill. fireplace. Sus an B. Anlliony Award. The award goes
dishwasher. laundry facilities. patio. all yearly to the professor who does the most
u Ulities inc1ud ed PJus par ki ng. Bes t ap l ln to advance feminist issues. through 1)
r
r
town. Penect
tOr coup1e. $395/mth. Call teach ing method, 2) course material, 3)
761 · 7452, leave message.
independent study. or 4} serving as a role
model. Nomination forms a re avalable on
.f'trtt
the WLSA office door, in the basement of
..
)J £-v 4-\-'~
._
Legal Research. Nominations are due
Wednesday. April 12.
n1eCambellMootcourtcompeuuonfmal
arguments will be held Monday. April! Oth The l.SSS Speakers Committee wUJ be
at 2:30p.m. in Room 100. This year's Issue presenting a lecture by David Gergen on
Is the onsUtutionality of forfetilure of as- Press Ethics and The First Amendment.
sets intended to pay attorney fees. Volun- Mr. Gergen Is currently the managing edl·
teers are needed to help out during the tor of the U.S. News and World Report, and
competition. If interested. please leave a formerally served as Communications
Director for the Reagan. Ford and Nixon
note in the Campbell pendafle.x.
administrations. He is also frequently seen
Student Attorneys needed: The Family as a commentator on the ~1ac:"ieU-Lehrer
Law Project needs volunteers to sen·e as :\ewshour on PBS.
Student Attorneys. Student Attorneys gain There will be a reception immediately fol ·
valuable experience working with actual lowing the lecture ln the Lawyers Club
clients and llie court system. Time com- ~1ain Lounge.
mitment is not extensive. Contact Christine
Sports On Trial: XCAA Regulations and
DryUe at 763-6591 or by pendafle.x.
their Enforcement. \\'ith Dan Beebe. XCAA
The Quadrangle. the Law SchoolYearbook. Enforcement Committee .Member and Mark
is looking for a Layout Editor and a Busi· SliYe, partner in Coffield. Ungaretli. Hans
ness Manager for the 1989-90 yearbook. & Slavin. Tuesday. April 11 at 4 p.m. In
We also need photographers. copy and Room 132 Hutchins Hall.

cut.
Harold: Lay oiJ Alec. Or else. We take care
of our own. The Gay and Lesbian Society.

LSSS Garnishes University Award I
LSSS activities.
In the individual category. lliree law
cleaned up at the Tenth Annual Student students were recognized for their outRecognition Awards ceremony held at the standing contibutions to llie betlermentof
the quality of life for their feU ow men and
~fichlgan League ballroom. The Law School
tamered a total offour awards a t the cere- women. Carol Krueger-Brophy receh·ed a
;,ny designed to recognize mdhiduals Student Achievement Award in recognl·
and gr:oups for their significant contribu- tlon for founding llie Health Law Society
::ons through leadership and service to and orgainizing a symposium which dealt
the University community during 1988· with issues relating to the overlap of Jaw
and medicine. Rob Lo Prete received a
89.
The Law School Student Senate re- Student Recognition Award for his two
ceiYed a Student Achievement Award in years of service on the Michigan Union
6egroup category. The LSSS was praised Board of Governors. Charles A. \\'ynder
specifically for the canned food dri\·e. the also received a Student Recognition Award
faculty auction, which in part raised money for his \videranging efforts to promote
for the homeless, and U1e employee recog- equality for all minorities and his three
nition day. It was noted lhat outgoing- years spent as a residence hall advisor at
President Danielle Ca rr was the main South Quad.
mpetus behind these and many oilier
By Bri.a n Gearinger
On Monday April 3. the Law School

CROSSWORD

Jesus and Mary Cha in

16 oz
What you're reading now
St. Louis state
Nevada. Madre, or Leone
Yogi Bear sidekick
Cruise or Casals
1.
the World Thms
2. Santa Fe st.
Wacky neighbors of 2 Across
?·Columnist Goodman or singer Foley
58. Semitic tongue
9. Va ught
0. UM paper everyone loves to hate
. Harmolodic gu1ta rist James Blood

42.
4.
45.
46.
9.
50.

J·

..

For Sale or Rent

I--

layou t s taff. and Section Editors. If Interested. please contact Christine Drylie (2L)
or Alec Lenenberg (1 L} by pendaflex.

I

11 Abigthank youtoeveryonewhohelpedout
. . with Big Ann. The weekend's long night·

ACROSS
2. Rob. Laura. and Rlchic
-. German "DaDa Da" group or
Parton/Rondstadt/ Harrts combo
9. ·cet _ llie groove·
13. _ (Not Was)
14. Leander's love
!6. Historian Robert
17. U. sports bldg.
!8. Harry Caray refrain
21. Employer of Rob. 35 Across. 46
Down. and 53 Down
23. Spout. backtalk, or mouthpiece
25. ConsUctors and feathery accessories
26. Chern. symbol for tellurium
27. Infotainment show or big-grossing
Reese's Pieces scarfer
28. Standardized grad. school exam.
30. Peter or Nicholas
33. Cal. megalopolis
35. Morey Amsterdam role
38. Warrior Manute
39. Market. car, or character
;o. Vernon of Uving Colour. Tim of
WKRP. or William and Jim of The

mare Is over.

Becca: Sony about my quintessential
condescension. But you really do speak
Engl1sh bea utifully.

~==========================:::_]

II

~ . . tt'

II

by Tim Connors

65. Poets
66. Expert

DOWN
l . Wife of 35. Across
2. Car. swimming, or bwnper
3. Sleeping arrangement of Rob and
Laura
4. War-scarred killing machine who
stars in his own Saturday morning
cartoon show
5. Pretty_ as pretty does
6. Wearing shoes
7. Assignation
8. New _ _: home of 2 Across
10. Chern. symbol for sodium
11. Snare
15. Music's Joe or Tarzan's Ron
18. Furniture in living room of 2 Across
over which Rob stumbles during
theme m us ic
19. Egg prefix
20. Hulk Hogan. Randy "Macho Man"
Savage. et al .
22. Hoffman role
24. Addams' Cousin
28. Easily duped
29. Ave.
3 1. Ann Arbor folk music venue
32. Rural Rte.
34. Pos t-divorce payment
35. UMAD
36. Yukon Terr.
37. Thus
41. Ruin
43. Ex-Go-Go and shampoo shill Carl1sle
44. Acronymlc middle name of little
Richie
46. Rose Marie role
47. Nom de jure

48. Chronicles
49. Lower California
50. Flyer, or mid-seventies group of
(Whoa Ho Ho, It's) Magic fame
53. Officious foil of Rob. 46 Down. and
35Across
54. Canada or Soft'n'

55.
56.
6 1.
62 .
64.

Anger
Dudley Do-Right et al.
Little Rock st.
Superego nemesis
French conjunction

Answer on page SIX
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TheRes Gestae Course Review: What
Yale Kamisar
The Res Gestae has conducted a survey of student
opinCon on the courses, seminars, and clinics taught in the
law school in the Fall Term of 1988, last semester. We
asked people to tell us about the courses that they took last
semester, to include a ·smae~ or a ·Frown.· based on
whether or not they would recommend the course. More
thanfifty people submitted their comments- Many thanks
to all of you.
Our hope is that these sub mUted comments will aid you
in selecting courses for next semester. Fall Term 1989.
Obviously. since thecoorse schedulefor next term is not the
same as that of last term. not all courses listed for next
semester are covered here. Also, certain other courses were
not included in this survey. We included neitherfrrst-year
courses nor non-elective courses, since no one can elect
them, anyway. In other words, ifyou were in the class, you
were stuck wUh it. Also, some courses wereeithercancelled
or had such small enrollments that no one who responded
to our survey was in that class.
It's still not too late to pass on to your peers any
tnformationyoumayhaveaboutacourse. Thedeadlinefor
turning in your course selection sheets is April 14, so there
!s time next week for us to print any remarks about classes
not mentioned this week or any new remarks. If you have
any such information, please tum !t in to the RG pendaftex
tn Room 300 ofHutchins Hall and we wUI publish any new
compUations next week. Your identity wUI be kept conjlden·

tlal.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
Joseph V!ntng

Q o

Neutral: 1

"Interesting subject. much reading. not very practical
approach. and some practically Important not covered at
all. Closed book exam was more a test of remembering
than of reasoning:
COMJBRCIAL TRANSACTIONS
Menachem Mautner

G1

primarily on theory. It would have been more practical had
Neutral: 1

"Sometimes Kamisarwas great- he always had interesting anecdotes. and was best when challenged by a studen t. The rest of the time he spent picking aprt different
Justices' opinions, crtticlzing their use of one word over
another. I'd recommend It to students who really like Con
law and talking about dillerent judges' views.·
"I took the class to see Professor Kamisar In action. Not
only was I not disappointed in that department, I learned
a surprtsing amount about criminal justice. Kamlsar Is
the expert in this area: It's worth taking the course.·
"In his own special way Prof. Kamisar succeeded in giving
a good overview of the criminal justice system. The course
was fine for those who do not intend to practice In the
criminal law area.·
"Kamisar Is the liberal crim pro authortty. If you're rightof-center ar have trouble with bombastic egos. stay away. ·
ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION
Joel Seligman

Q o
"A great dass - It gives you the basics ofCorp. Law ('What
every lawy.!r needs to know') and Seligman Is great. l:e Is
knowledgeable, funny and best of all, makes everything
easy to understand. The workload and exam were both
fair."
"'This course was outstanding. Seligman covered the
material very well, and he made It hilarious as well. The
workload was reasonable. I learned a good deal of corporate law, although he covers less than do other E.O.
professors."
"Urrtited reading. Excellent teacher with an outstandlng
knowledge about the subject. Easy questions but rather
average grader. A must!"
"Excellent course. You master the matertal and get a good
grade without working too hard.·
ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION
Merritt Fox

"Mautner was a wonderful professor! He really knows his
stuff, had unusual approaches to cases and was very
concerned with the theories behind the UCC provisions.
He has a very interesting lecture style and a great sense of
humor.·
· subject matter Is challenging- course comprehensive.
Professor was a GEM. but they're not keeping him. Shame
on them. Workload not outrageous- faJr grader.·
"Professor Mautner knows the material cold; his exam
fairly tests the material presented 1n class.·
"Hard to understand. but the real problem was how much
he stressed basic, first-year stuff - very boring.·
"Five hour exam was a bit too long. but grading was fair to
generous.·
"Excellent professor and class.·
"Interesting class. ·
COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS
William Pierce

@o

Qo

Neutral: 1

"Tedious UCC course, but you need It!"
CRIMINAL APPELLATE PRACTICE
Herbert Jordan

@o
"The best class I've taken in Jaw school: Jordan Is a
knowledgeable, excellent instructor:
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: ADMINISTRATION OF POLICE
PRACII'ICR •
•. • ..• , s J ,
_ ,

©.
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"Fox has a very straJghtforward approach, Is concerned
with policy argumen ts and Is very kind when he calls on
students! He's very receptive to student feedback. His
exam was factually intricate. but faJr. •
"Fox did a fairly good job given the bad time for the class.
He mixes both current events and the established case
law, in order to establish a more full understanding of
corporations.·
"Assigns a lot of reading, but it goes quickly. Relatively
clear in class (there isn't much to cover) and develops a
sense of hum or as the semester goes on.·
"Good course. A bit dry. Exam rather hard \\1th comple..x
hypo. Fox very easy on people in class. although calls on
the same people over and over.·
"Prof. does a good job of covering the basics and raising
relevant Issues. His version of the Socratic method can get
repetitive over the course of a semester. though.·
"It was a paJn that he called on people but at least I was
prepared. Fox Is very thorough and made a 2-hour class
bearable.·
"Fairly heavy workload. but class Is worthwhile. Heavy
use of Socratic method, explores all aspects of the Issues
In depth."
"Professor Fox engages In a great deal of policy discussion.
Helpful to have some economics.·

It explored the everyday problems faced in the legal

community when dealing with environmental concerns:
"Excellent. Krier Is entertaining even at 8:00. Course
covers broad policy Issues and underlying economic concerns vs. nitpicking Fed. regulations. Not for those
squeamish about economics. ·
"Krier has a great sense of humor and the s ubject was
Interesting (although a bit focused on economics). I highly
recommend this course.·
"Krier Is a nasty man who stifles discussion in what should
be one of our best courses.·
·creal course! Reading Is a treat to those bored with the
drone of appellate court cases.·
EVIDENCE
Samuel Gross

Neutral: 2
"If you can stand Cross's mannerisms and endless dronIng cons istently enough to pay attention, lake the class,
and you'll learn a lot. If not. wait for Bar/Bri."
"I missed so much class due to Interviewing that I feel!
need to lake it again. His hypos in class were very
confusing (I.e., he jumped from one to another without
telling us).·
"Approached the subject more from a practitioner's per·
spective rather than theoretically. The amount of material
covered was about right."
"He didn't give us much work, and had a decent curve. l
did not learn enormous quantities of Evidence law, however.·
·covers the subject slowly. but clear a nd thorough. Good
sense of humor.·
"Good class; well organized; easy to follow. Good use of
hypos. Exam fair and easy to prepare for.·
"A dull topic; despite a vallant effort by Cross (who Is
personable and low-key). Evidence Is just not an exciting
class.·
·cross has a very informal, hands-on approach to what Is,
in effect. an essential, practical course."
"Interesting materia l. prof well-prepared. enthusiastic,
approachable and basically a nice person.·
"Prof. Cross moves slowly, which Is very nice d uring
Interview season.·
EVIDENCE
Richard Lempert

Neutral: 1

·certainly a 'must' for litigators (especially if you want to
lake Trial Practice. which is an excellent course). Unfortunately, Prof. Lempert is awful. In fact. the only thing
worse than him Is his Cod-awful textbook. I strongly
recommend laking this course with another professor."
"Text Is terrible and he only repeats it in class. Workload
started off light. then got very heavy. I stopped reading and
used Emmanuel's. Too boring to be worth the time. ·
"If you think you'd like 'louchy-feely' evidence and a
multiple choice/scantron final exam in the lOth week.
take Lempert; otherwise take a different professor .·
"I liked this class. It was accelerated so the final was earlier
than other finals. This makes fmals week easier to handle.
There's a lot of reading but the book is fun to read.·
"SlraJghtforward. covers the basics and then some. Final
had an awkward statutory interpretation question not
suited to the course and many students got stomped.·
"He covers too much material and gave the fmal before
Thanksgiving. Also. lecture and the text he uses (his own)
are uery boring.·
·on the whole, a good course, especially for would-be
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW & POLICY
lillgators. Exam is closed-book. which forces one to learn
James Krier
the rules of Evidence.·
"Lempert Is a quite good teacher \vith a dry but sWl
entertaining manner. His exam was hellish. though.·
"The course was In no way practical in that it was- based "Boring. Death 1n the afternoon. 0, for a little excitt(Tient
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Classes Are You Going to Take Next Year?
©.

FAMILY LAW
David Chambers

Neutral: 1
·creat class. Chambers's touch-feely Alan Aida routine
can get tiresome. though. His course material is a good
break from the typical casebook approach. We had one
week to do a take-home one month prior to the end of class.
This was good because only about two-thirds of the
material was on it and the rest of the material (child abuse)
was not subject to testing as long as you attended class
regularly.·
"Be prepared for a Jot of personal stories from your
classmates! This is a frustrating area of the Jaw (especially
with regard to child abuse and neglect) because we just
don't know what to do with the people involved. It's more
than obVious that social services aren't doing everything
that's needed but I don't think throwing them more money
is going to help. I don't know that this class is really worth
it ifyou're not going to practice Family Law but It does help
you appreciate the difficulties in our current system. I
recommend taking it as a P /F class.·
·class is OK_:_ Readings good, but Chambers tends to take
a superficial 'sensitive' stance and refuses to allow other
points of View or more in-depth analysis ."
"Professor very enthusiastic, but a bit too self-righteous
about what people (i.e .. law students) should do with their
lives."
"A fairly non-law school course which made It Interesting
although Chambers is too touchy-feely for my taste.·
"Much of the material taught was irrelevant a nd unimportant. However this class was graded very easily.·
ioo goddamn (I know this will be edited out, but I thought
I'd try anyway) touchy-feely."
"Interesting course, a course that a llows students to 'feel'
as well as tl1ink. Fair amount of work. Grading was easy."

1

@o

"Excellent course. Best one offered in this law school. Very
practically oriented. Superb professor!! Very intense.
Requires much work. Not for the weak of heart. but a
'must' for would-be liUgators who are not afraid to sweat."
FIRST AMENDMENT
Frederick Schauer

@o
"Schauer is a very good lecturer and keeps class interesting.·
"Schauer presents a thorough, critical evaluation of free
speech issues. Leave your preconceptions at home.·

"Prof is intellectually rigorous- has a conservative slant.
but not unreasonably so. Workload - very fair. Fair
grader. He could be classed as undynamic. but I enjoyed
him. Issues fascinating.·
·AI though Sandalow has been characterized as a reaction·
ary. he is, by any objective standard, fairly moderate. It is
refreshing to see the professor in a constitutional course
ask questions that challenge both liberal and conservative
dogma.·
"!learned the most in this class. of all my classes. Prof. a
very deep thinker. who makes students ponder all the
issues. "
"Poses fascinating theoretical questions. Takes him a
while to get warmed up, but he generates wonderful class
discussions.·
"Not as bad (ideologically) as his press would indicate.·
INTERNATIONAL LAW

@o

Neutral: 2

@. o

@

"Boring, despite good subject matter. Sandalow is like a
blank chalkboard."
FEDERAL COURTS a: THE APPELLATE PROCESS
Harry Edwards

Neutral: 1

@o

BrunoSimma

FEDERAL COURTS

Koichiro Fujikura

Terrance Sandalow

FEDERAL ANTITRUST

Terrance Sandalow

JAPANESE LAW

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT

Thomas Kauper

"Excellent Areeda handbook. Kauper Is an authority in
the field. but by reading the materials . you can get
anything out of it by yourself. Ka uper goes slow and Is
seldom fascinating. Exan1s are tough. Conclus ion: make
your outline, needless to go to class. ·
"The topic is fairly current and Kauper knows the topic
inside and out. The huge size of the class means that few
people get called on. Even if he grades tough, the course
is worth taking. "
"He's the man. A lot of war stories from his days with the
Antitrust DiVision of the DOJ. Well organized. you learn
the subject well."
"Kauper is very thorough, very knowledgeable. and very
dry. I like his style, others may not.·
"Very difficult exan1. Professor extremely knowledgeable
and provided good, practical exan1ples.•
"One of the best Instructors in the law school and a very
important course.·
·c lass on the whole was very good. Final examination dld
not seem to concern most relevant material and was rather
difficult.·
"Kauper is the Antitrust God.·

enthusiasm. The class wavered between very interesting
to very boring. However, with '1992,' the class may be
important to take."
"The course materials are interesting and Jackson Is the
world's authority. It would be criminal to be interested in
the subject and not take advantage of the opportunity.
Jackson may not be be the most dynamic guy In the world,
but he communicates effectively."
"Could have been a good course, but professor overemphasized technical details and anecdotes based on his
personal experience.·
"Defmitely more for hard-core trade interested studentsnot necessarily interesting as an elective.·
"Pompous, arrogant. useless class."

"In-depth coverage of the fundamen tals. May be too slow
moving for h ard chargers. Fosters precision and 'attention
to deta il.' A nice introductory course. Simma: mild
mannered, humorous. very concerned about students."
"A good view of international law, especially good are the
twin emphases on the e1Tectiveness of international organizations that are commonly dismissed in the US and
the consensual nature of international Jaw. Course could
have covered more ground."
"A kinder and gentler professor who sometimes got discouraged when the class did not prepare readings. He
created fairly good discussion.·
"Excellent course. Simma is very good! Highly recommend this course.·

"The course title was wrong: it should have been 'Japanese
Environmental Law.' Much too much focus on one aspect
of the Japanese legal system. I do not feel as if a realistic
view of the Japanese legal process was presented.·
"Not what I expected (mostly Japanese envtronmental
law). Still good, though I doubt Fujikura will be back."
"Good course for envtronmental lawyers in Japan, difficult
as first time course.·
"Misnamed. Envtronmental/Tort Law in Japan.·
"Did not develop to be as interesting a course as I had
hoped although the professor was n1ce. •
JURISDICTION & CHOICE OF LAW
Edward Cooper

Neutral: 2
"It's not fair to comment because I didn't do a lot of the
reading. Many students will probably criticize 'Coops'
unfairly. I think he's a good teacher but It was the first time
the class was taught and lhe subject matter defies readily
predictable rules.·
"I was extremely uninterested In the course. and Cooper
didn't change that opinion of mine. He did teach what we
needed to know about the subject. however."
"This class was at 8 in the morning and was an exercise in
survival fo r most people. Exan1 was impossible, and we
weren't given the ma terials to handle it. ·
"He is deliberately obscure. Subject matter Is dull. Not,
however, too painful - prof not mean.·
"Cooper is a little bizarre: some people deal with him better
than others.·
"A boring topic so it is hard to teach. Cooper does a good
job."
"This course really Jacked organization. partly because of
Cooper. He refused to give us any clues."
"This course could have been taught in 4 weeks.·
·confusing prof. Choice of laws last choice course. "
"Dull. obscure, and worthless.·
"Good guy- not a great class.·

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
LABOR LAW

John Jackson

Stewart Schwab

Neutral: 1

©1
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"Foreign students tend to like this course, Anlerican
students tend to hate it. I wouldn't call the course boring, 1'ake labor law from St. Antoine -It will be more work,
rather. not inventive. You pretty much get out the same but it will be worth it.·
knowledge as just reading the casebook. It provides a
basic dry survey of International economic relations, LEGAL PROFESSION 6: LEGAL ETIDCS
important for people intending to work in that area. Take Samuel Gross
it pass/fail."
Neutral: 1
"'The competition is stiff, but Jackson Is a strong contender
for most boring professor on our faculty. He is an internationally-known GATI expert, and you can learn much of "Class discussion-oriented course. Professor Gross does
GATiifyou can stay awake, but unless you have a burning not limit d iscussions to the Code of Professional Responsibility. Rather, he discusses responsibility ln a broader
desire to learn GATI. avoid the class."
"Jackson loves the topic. but he can't effectively convey his
See SnJDENT OPINION, pace nrELVE
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Student Opinion on Fall Courses
Continued from pate ELEVEN

context.·
"Discussion was critical to class and was fortunately
Interesting.·
LEGAL REALISM &: CRITICAL LEGAL STUDIES
frederick Schauer

"Schauer keeps you awake because he's so hyper. The
reading Is very dull but the lectures are interesting. His 2week take-home policy allows you to do the necessary
reading at that time and he's an easy grader.·
"An OK philosophy-of-the-law course. Depends on what
you think about Schauer's lecture style.·
"Poses fascinating theoretical questions. Takes him a
whUe to get warmed up, but he generates wonderful class
discussions.·
"Good. balanced look at vartous branches of CLS. Also a
good look at criticisms of the theory.·
"Boring.·
MASS MEDIA
Lee Bollinger

said 10 mlns. worth of stuff in 1.5 hours. If you can stay THE FAMILY 6: THE LAW
awake and be selective. reading didn't take much time." Carl Schneider
"'The class was a waste of time and It Is obvious that
Ellsworth and Lempert do not get along. One benefit having reading that Is not cases.·
"''hls course could be one of the more practically useful in "Readings for this class are very heavy (approx. 1300
the curriculum. but could be presented in a much more pages for a 3 credit class). Class discussions are interestIng. but unless one Is Interested In famJly law Issues. the
Interesting way.·
·
"A bit dull at Urnes. Lots of tangents and sidetracks. effort required to do the reading is excessive, 20 page takehome exam over 24 hour period."
Basically a blow-·off class. Blah.·
"More like an undergrad sociology class. Final was a case ·we spent more time discussing our thoughts than our
study and more interesting to prepare for than most reading. This was good because everyone had slightly
different views. The UmJng of his take-home exam was
classes.·
"Interesting subject matter- not a whole lot of reading. horrid. Schneider Is OK in class. bad in exam.·
The professors weren't that exciting. but not the worst I've
had. either. The exam was very fair and I learned a lot of TRADEMARKS 6: UNFAIR COMPETITION
practical litigation Ups.·
Rebecca Eisenberg & Jessica Utman
"Boring? I learned more and was more Interested in the
material as an undergrad. Should try more real-life
Neutral: l
1
applications. less theory.·
"Two professors were unnecessary. Topic was Interesting.
SECURITIES REGULATION
but I wis h I would have waited a semester or two to take
Joel Seligman
the class because of the Lanham Act changes... •
"The course provides a good introduction, but it cries out
for expansion (would be better as a 3 credit course). Also.
too much overlap with Protection of Technology (Unfair
"I find securities law terribly uninteresting. but It's what Competition should be In only one course).·
most corporate lawyers do. If one must take It, Seligman "Good overall. Exam not too difficult although graded
is a good professor: he does a nice job oflaytng out the law." rather hard. Profs excellent but talk very fast. ·
"Good course- adequate overview of the securities mar- ·subject was very Interesting; co-teaching was OK but
ket. Ample practical. real world models used in teaching Eisenberg was not stellar.· ~
materials.·
"Short. concise, entertaining. Examination needs help.·
·r can't Imagine a professor covering such inherenUy
boring material in a Jess boring manner.·
TRADING IN AND WITH EUROPE
"Great. Coherent. orderly lectures. No Socratic method.· Joseph WeUer
"Good professor but boring class material. Seligman
makes it as interesting as possible."
"Professor was very good. Presented material In an
Interesting was and very concerned about student wel- "Terrible taste In ties. but very good course. Be warned: 2
credits, but enough work for 4, tendency not to listen too
fare. ·
well as he looks for THE answer. and he'll never learn your
name. face. or what class you're ln. Generally fast paced
TAXI
and demands clear ('sharp') answers- helpful in developJe.ffrey Lehman
Ing general legal skills.·
"No final until end of year- could change smile to a frown .
Very Intense - tries to cover 3-5 credits worth of material
"Tax In an Interesting course although Lehman Is too in a 2 credit course. Benefit- you Jearn a lot- cutting
Inexperienced as of now to be completely competent at edge of EEC law. Weller: professional/expert.·
teaching. He'll develop In a few years. however. And It's ·very good teacher (but sometimes a bit rude). Very policy
the least painful way of learning tax.·
oriented. Workload OK."
"Essential course but It was not well taught."
"Very disjointed - little 'perspective' analysis.·
TRUSTS 6: ESTATES I
"Too many problems. Exploring things too quickly.·
Patrfc!a White

G.
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Neutral: 1
"The course Is a bit slow. I.e.. you can probably skip every
third class and not mJss too much. Sometimes Bollinger
was really sharp. but on a few occasions he was fuzzy. He
Is a good Socratic teacher and has a sense of h urnor. even
at 8:00a.m."
"Not a bad class; mln1mal amount of effort required; topic
Is Interesting; unfortunately It was at 8 a.m.·
"Boring. Too early. Too much time spent on certain cases.
Take Kamisar's lst Amendment.·
·A lot of repetition during the term but I learned more than
1 thought I did.·
"'The reading was more interesting than the class.·
"Horrible - terrible teacher.·
"Good teacher:
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
Horace Gilmore

@l
"This class was very Interesting. The judge is likeable and
well-informed. Generally he Is very respected. He had
outside speakers come ln. The workload was fair and fun
to read. The Saturday time Is a drawback for football
games. He doesn't like it if people pass/fail and he grades
hard Oots of'Cs' and C+s1."
"Despite being on Saturdays. pretty good. Frequent guest
lectures. Not too hard:
"Shoots from the hlp, hard to gauge.·
·very Interesting course - take It pass/fail!"
PSYCHOLOGY OF LITIGATION
Phoebe Ellsworth & Richard Lempert

Neutral: 4
"Coursework ls very Interesting. Quite helpful for wouldbe litigators. This subject has great potential. That
potential is not required, however, because the professors
rank amongst the most boring in this school (and that's
quite a claim!)"
"Fluffy and puffy. a few valuable Insights. If you don't like
reading sociological studies. avoid this class. The 'Phoebe
& Dick' Show tends to get tiresome.·
"Gets you out of cases and into psychology and sociology.
Generally Insightful Into the foibles of human nature.
Practical advice for lltlgators. Nice tag team approach. but
Lempert and Ellsworth sometimes try to 'out-expert' each
other .·
"Deathly combination. and the reading was worse. They
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TAXI
Patricia White

©

11

"She did a very good job of teaching us tax law. Some say
that she added lltUe to the book. but I think that she taught
a great deal about how to use the Ta.'C Code.·
"Des plte the subject. the happy professor would make you
happy. too. One of the basic courses for understanding
the real world where a business lawyer works.·
"Very good class. Professor very knowledgeable both
theoretically and practically. Lectures/ discussions were
very useful in understanding the material.·
"Fantastic course. Prof. White was well organized and
explained tax principles well. She had a very relaxed
attitude - not Intimidating.·
"Friendly, communicates well - makes a fairly dull subject
as Interesting as possible - she should be more than a
visiting prof- hire her!"
"Tax Is not very Interesting. but I don't think that anyone
makes It more bearable than P. White. Heavy reading.·
"Clear explanations: amusing anecdotes.·
"She made tax very understandable.·

Gl

Neutral: l

"Although Prof. White is a terrifiC professor - she is
rela.:'Ced In class. she presents material clearly- this is not
her area of e:"<pertise and it showed. Her e.'Cal11 was m uch
harder than the class (It was obviously written by someone
else) and was unevenly weighted. Also. at times she
couldn't answer questions: didn't seem to really care.
Grades were low.·
"Even though the e.xam was as hard or harder than any I've
seen In two-and-a-half years here. P. White made the
course interesting and even fun:
"Interesting for a while. but got rather boring.·
"Unfair grading scale but good prof."
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Baseball's Back, and Hope Springs Eternal
Continued from page FIFTEEN
of Cuban ancestry who has been accused of taklng steroids and speeding In his Jaguar. Sure. he's awesome, but
he's got to play. Now his wrists are a problem, next. who
knows? Everyone else in the lineup is solid. but they lack
the intangible players. tile role players to put it all tobelher. On the mound. they can throw good. solid pitchers
at you: Dave -Are my panties showing?" Stewart. Bob
Welch, Mike Moore. Storm Davis. Out in the pen. Dennis
Eckersley keeps on til rowing. but he showed signs of being
human at the end of last year, and now his shoulder is
hurting. Witllout him, the Athletics bullpen goes from
deep to deep doo-doo.
The Kansas City Royals are going to have to find
themselves a leadoJTh•tter. Willie Wilson only had a .298
on-base-percentage last year, and tllat just won't cut it.
!3ut never fear. young. strong and fast outfielders Garry
Thurman, DannyTartabull. and BoJackson can make up
the slack. But the key here. more so than any team in tile
major leagues. is tile bullpen. Steve Farris not a legitimate
closer. and the Royals know it. As I said before. look for
them to give up a starter for Steve Bedrosian. and then put
Tom "Flash" Gordon, and his Blylevenesque curveball to
work tn the rotation.
I like the Chicago White Sox, even though they play
in Comiskey Park. on the South Side. I like them because
they go unloved -- poor stepchildren to the glamorous
Cubs of the Yuppie Gold Coast. I like tile White Sox
because they have pitching! Yes. pitching! They can put
out five starters, four of til em young. who are not that bad:
Jerry Reuss. Melido Perez, Shawn Hillegas, Bill Long. and
Jack McDowell. And walling in the wings is e..'C-Tiger Eric
King. Gel to tile pen and there's Bobby Thigpen. Bad
name. good arm. If there are any games to save. he'll
get'em. Gone Is the attilude of the old Sox, "in" with the

new attitude ofJeffTorborg. More Importantly. "ln"ls Walt
Hrlnlak. Wall was batting coach with the Red Sox. where
he developed the highest batting average In the league. He
also robbed them of their power. Bul tl1e White Sox need
to put bat on ball. Power isn't tile key in Comiskey that 1t
Is In Fenway.
The Texas Rangers have changed everything about
themselves, except tile fact that tlley"re theTe.'<as Rangers.
playing in a park that Is the closest thing to Hell on earth
during tile summer. The starters are OK. the relievers are
OK. tl1e Infield Is OK. the outfield Is OK. OK, OK, OK is tile
state to the north. This team needs to hil for average, it
won't. so It won't score enough runs. and once again
Charlie Hough will go 15-16.
The California Angels could use help in their starting
rotation. They need so much help iliat tlleir fifth starter
Is now Jim ·one Anned Bandit" Abbotl l\ow. I'm a
"Michigan man.· and I reaUy like Jim Abbott. but the best
thing for him would be a little seasoning at the AAA level.
I mean. It's not like this team is in tile running for tile pennant or anyilitng, so what's tile rus h? The problem with
this team is that its best players are. for the most part, on
the downside of their careers. Lance Panish. Tony Armas,
Brian Downing, Claudell Washington. Johnny Ray. Bert
Blyleven. Greg Minton. and Dan Petry are all headed for
the retirement home shortly. What the Angels should do
is take their most marketable property. Bryan Harvey. and
trade him for youth. Then in three or four years, they can
get him back as a free agent. and win the division.
The Seattle Mariners are unloved even in Seattle.
They should take this team and put it somewhere where
people want baseball. like Washington. D.C., or Denver.
True. there isn't much to get excited about. but so what?
Alvin Davis does not deserve to labor in obscurity for his
enUre career. When Davis and Mark Langston escape,

rr=============================================================:::;., who'll
be left to tum out
the lights?

LATINAS IN THE LEGAL
PROFESSION SPEAK OUT!
Saturday, April 8, 1989
University of Michigan Law School
Hutchins Hall, Room 250

PRESENTATIONS
9:00 a.m . - 12:00 p .m.
Rachel Moran - "Bilingualism and lhe English Only
Movement"
Professor of Law. Boalt School of Law

Norma Cantu - "Bilingual Education Litigation"
Assistant Counsel/Director of Education Programs.
Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education Fund

J enny Rivera - 'The Issue of Language in lhe Work Place"
Staff Attorney. Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education
Fund

Leticia Patino -"Language in the Court System"
Staff Attorney. Advocates for Basic Legal Equality

PANEL DISCUSSION
1:30 p.m. -2:30 p.m.
'The Future of Minority Language Rights: Strategies for
Reform and Litigation"
Hispanic k'1w Students Association. Law School Student Senate,
LSSS Speakers Committee, Office for Minority AfTalrs. Office of the
Vice President for Student Services

The Bost on Red Sox
have never been destiny's
team. Some other star
always shone brighter.
whiter, hotter (In 1946.
1975, 1977. 1978. 1981,
1986, 1988). Then last
year. they won by default.
It may be tough to repeat.
but In this division. they
may be the only tean1 that
didn't get worse over the
winter. Yes, Bruce Hurst
is gone. but Sam Hom is
alive again. and hitting.
and so is Jim Ed Rice. The
departure of Wall Hrinlak
should have balls headed
for the Citgo sign once
again. raining onto
Kenmore Square. The Sox
also beefed up tlleir bullpen with Rob Murphy. preparing for the inevitable
demise of Lee Smith. This
club is solid up the middle,
with a healtlly Rich Gedman, oh so steady keystone twins of Marty Barrett and Jody Reed. and
the burgeoning superstar.
EllisBurks. Thekeytotlle
Sox' year? Dennis ·oiJ
Can· Boyd. If the Can can.
so can the Sox. An ERA of
4.00and 150inningslsall
the Sox need. but can he
gi\•e It to them? If not,
havtng to outscore Mike
Smithson every fifth day
will be too great a burden.

The Toront o Blue Jays are getting a new home. But
they never get any new players. Jesse Barfield and Lloyd
Moseby are not lhe players they once were, and probably
never will be again. Ernie Whitt is living on borrowed time,
and Tom Henke may be starting to slide. The future of tile
Jays is now in the infield, where Kelly Gruber. Tony
Fernandez. Manny Lee/Nelson Llriano. and Fred McGriff
are pretty awesome. What the Jays lack ls an ins pirational
leader to get fuose Canadians riled up.
The De troit Tigers , on the other hand, often appeared
to be running on heart and brains alone last year. This
year promised to be more oftlle same. but tile front office
saw the light, and started an infusion of youth. Gone are
Darrell Evans. Tommy Brookens. Luis Salazar. and Dwayne
Murphy: repl~cing them are Torey Lovello, Mike Brumley.
Chris Brown, Billy Bean and Kenny Willlan1s. Maybe they
won't all stick with tile club. but It's a step in tile right
direction. The bullpen should be stronger this year.
tllanks to tile addiuon of set-up man Frank Williams.
Mike Henneman pitched too many long outings las t year.
and it showed up late in tile year. This year, WUlJams
should keep him out of non-save situations. And don't
worry about Charlie Hudson. As soon as Steve Searcy is
available. Charlie becomes expendable.
Maybe Charlie could hook up with tile Clevela nd
Indians. who are still in need of pitching. At least now they
have one pitcher, Greg Swindell. The idea of Rich "Not·
Yen and Bud -r see a red door and want to paint It" Black
makes Tribe fans cringe, not to mention the fear it will put
into tilird baseman Brook Jacoby. (Only hiS orthodontist
is happy about the Indians· pitching.) The bullpen. a sup·
posed strong point. will be much weakened if Doug J ones·
pulled muscle keeps him from 1988 form. Watch for the
pitching to improve. however. as Joel Skinner gets more
time behind the plate. He can't hH. but this hneup can
afford to keep him In the game.
Everyone in the know iliinks that the Milwa ukee
Brewers are the team to beat in the East. Well. I wonder
about a team whose only 200+ innings starter (Teddy
Higuera) will be on ilie DLon opening day. The res t oft hat
bunch simply does not impress. Chuck Crlm and Dan
Plesac do Impress. and probably will continue to do so.
But tills team has a lot of fragility: Greg Brock. Paul
MoUtor. Dale Sveum, and Glenn Braggs have all had to
deal \vith injury in recent past. They'U have to hit a lot to
make it Interesting. and I don't think their aging core of
Molitor. Yount. Gantner. Brock can carry tile load. nor can
young Gary Sheffield do Itall alone (altllough I'm sure he'U
look like he can, at times).
If you only knew how much pleasure I take In picking
tile fabled New York Yankees In this lowly position. This
is no fit of pique: tills Is real. The Yankees are virtually
devoid oflalent. OK. maybe It's not iliat bad. but they still
can't nan1e tlleir starting s hortstop on Opening Day. Sure,
tile 1-2 combination of Ricky Henderson and Steve Sax
wiU set the table, but who will drive them in? Not Don
Mattingly. because opponents will pitch around him all
day. "Ball four to Mattingly. That fllls tile bases for Mel
Hall?!" Worse yet. iliey have named their starting pitcher
for opening day. Tommy John. Right now. John's rebuilt
ann is going through puberty. while John Is getting hot
flashes. Worse stUI. Dave Righetti (who Is the same age as
Ws ann), wishes his arm were younger.
The Baltimore Orioles. You thought I'd forgotten.
This is a lest: nan1e tile starting first baseman, second
baseman. right llelder.left fielder. and centerfielder for the
o·s on Opening Day? ~eliliercan Frank Robinson. If you
think not coming up witll an answer makes you feel bad,
Imagine what it does for Frank's ulcer. Keep an eye on
Gregg Olson in the pen and Randy Milligan at first. Hey,
somebody has to blossom on tills team.
That just about covers e\•erythlng ilia! need be said.
Here are a few indiVidual predictions I'll let you consider:
NATJO:.AL MVP: Eric Da\is. Cy Young: Dave Drabek.
Fireman: Randy ~1yers. Comeback: Tim Raines. Rookie:
Gregg Jefferies. AM ERJCA:'i MVP: Kirby Puckett. Cy
Young· Da\·e Stewart. Fireman: Dan Plesac. Comeback:
Jim Rice. Rookie: Ken Griffey. Jr.
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It's Opening Day! The RG Previews the Baseball Season
At least the Houston Astros can lose indoors. The
Schiraldi. It's now obvious that the 1986 World Series
damaged Schiraldi for life. Williams, on the other hand. question everyone Is asking of new manager Art Howe is
pvers blooming, and a young man's (or young woman's) might get lost in the Ivy trying to find his way in from the "Art, how can this team win? Just how will this team score
Janey twns to ... baseball. This week. ColinZick sticks his bullpen. Look for Rick Sutcliffe to get himself traded to a any runs?" Mission Control in Houston knows about the
·
shots Glenn Davis hits Into the upper deck. but they have
r,eck out and lays his predictions on the line. Come October, team in the pennant race.
we can laugh at him, but until then, let us all applaud Mr.
· The Philadelphia Phillies stink. They've got a 39- no one else tracking on radar. While the Cardinals will lose
Zd<.'s show of neroe. Next week, Steve Olson·s tum will year-old man with no s houlder at third, a drug addict as 2-1. theAstros will lose 1-0. Even that age-old Astros forte.
their opening day pitcher, a man who can't see straight as pitching. Is a concern, as their starters and relief ace Dave
cxme. Stay tuned. - Eds.]
By Colin Zick
their shortstop, and their second baseman in the outfield. Smith age, albeit gracefully.
Did I say the Phillies stink? Yes, they are even worse
Play ball! Buy me some peanuts and CrackerJacks! The only exciting thing to look for in Veterans Stadium will
Its early April. it's coid , it's damp, it's baseball season. be when Steve Bedrosian gets traded to the Royals for a than the Atlanta Braves. The Braves have. gasp, good.
young pitchers. The Smith Brothers, Smoltz, Glavine.
}Jldaftera Winter down a t the hot stove league, thisaulhor starting pitcher by June 15.
iS ready to give you the privilege of knowing who 'Will win
On to the National League West. where men are men, Lilliquist. Soever. Give them another few years. and they'll
((!Ch division right now, before the season, thereby obviand there are two teams east of the Cubs . Those kings of have a great staff. Hopefully. the Braves will also deal Dale
the Queen City, the Cincinnati Reds. those. perennial Murphy. so he can finish out his career for a winner.
ating the whole 162-game schedule.
Let's start with the National Leag'...le (since this is an . bridesmaids, will \vin Jt all. But. you say, what about the becaus<: Murphy deserves it. I only wish the Braves
American League town, we'll build to a climax).
· Pete Rose controversy? Remember Bill Frieder? Enough deserved him.
·
·
In the NL East. all we hear about is the New York said. Once Pete is gone, anyone with half a brain could win
On to the American League Best. uh, I mean West.
Mets. "Seven of their pitchers could start for any team in the pennant with this tear.1. Two keys: the play of Jeff Yes. the once flaccid AL Least has firmed up. and leading
!he league.· "What a problem, trying to fmd room for Reed behind Bo.Diaz. and keeping Jose Rijo healthy. iri the the way are the Minnesota Twins. Yes. that's right. the
Jefferies!" They should be a lock, and I am picking tht;m rotation. and out of the bullpen. If these things happen. Twinkles (you can sit down now, Steve Olson) will finish on
:to win. but not without breaking a sweat. Yes. the pitching just let the boys play, a nd they'll finally win it.
top. Why? Why not. They don't have all the .egos and
is superb, from the rotation ofDavid Cone. D\vight Gooden,
Any team whose uniforms once looked like tacos. .who problems of the team they will finish ahead of. They just
,Ron "Oh my" Darling, Bob "Three Finger· Ojeda,-and "Fa t" once had Steve "and baby makes five" Garvey. and whose keep getting better. Win the pennant one year. win more
S!d Fernandez, to the double-barrelled bullpen of Randy owner peddles burgers can't win it all. But the San Diego games but no pennant the next. The sweet music of Frank
Myers and Roger McDowell. And they'll need this pitching, Padres will come close. Trader Jack McKeon has helped Viola, Allan Anderson and Shwe Rawley. with an occabecause their offense will struggle. Last year, their offens e this team immensely, getting Bruce Hurst and Jack Clark. sional bad note from Les Straker should hold the Twins in
was reduced to a series of three-run homers. (Now, some But this team has problems. First. it has no third games until Jeff Reardon can shut the door. The really
of you will remember Earl Weaver's formula for winning, baseman. Second. it's outfield defense is poor. to say the good stuff is at tl1e corners and up the middle: Gary Gaetti,
'Pitching. defense, and three-run homers.· And two out of least. Third. and often overlooked, is that almost every Kent Ht:bek, Kirby Puckett. These guys can flat out play
!hree ain't bad. But Howard Johnson at s hort. J efferies a t starting pitcher is over 30 years of age. That w!ll be a with anyone. But on this team of no egos. you'd hardly
second, a gimpy Hernandez a t first, a nd a ra pidly aging problem. mark my words.
know it.
Gary Carter don't look like Rick Dempsey or Mark BeThe Los Angeles Do<;f.gers are a nice team. They play
The Oakland Athletics cannot quite let you forget
langer or Brooks Robinson.)
in the sun, in a ravine, in front of 3 million people who how good they are. or could be. Particularly, one outfielder
See BASEBALL, page THIRTEEN
OK. enough nit-picking. The Pittsburgh Pirates are could care less about baseball. But for a brief moment last
ateam with real problems. They don't have a shortstop.
Kirk That
Gibson
· made
them care.
tock
a lot 1--========================-=====================================il
r
Those of you who have s~en Tony Ettore make the throw year.
out
of
Kirk.
as
his
knee
from the hole may wonder why the Pirates don't give him
acall. Without a shortstop, you can't win. The.balls will and s houlder are now
just go on out to Barry Bonds In left field . Their young shredded. And with those
nucleus of players (Bonds, Andy "Slick" Va nSlyke, Bobby injuries goes the chances
Bonilla. Mike Lavalliere, J ose Lind) is impressive. But of Los Angeles repeating.
their pitchers are due for a shake-out. Don't expect career Eddie Murray may have
years again from Jim "I for" Gott (also known as "AM Radio" bigger numbers than Kirk
!his spring for his 14.40 ERA) , or Bob "Pigpen" Walk. A hadlastyear. but Kirk has
return of the old Mike Dunne would really help. Oh well. heart and s pirit, and OriThe key to the St. Louis Cardinals Is keeping an oles fans know that Is what
ample s upply of blue smoke a nd mirrors on hand, so they Murray has the least. Add
can keep the appearance of a pitcher on the mound at all the problems of not having
limes. Whitey Herzog thought It was the food that was a true leadoffhitter, a third
causing his pitchers to have their pitching arms fall off. baseman who cannot hit.
and just three and one-~d what a shame. too. They put together the best
offensive cast in their recent history with Tom Brunansky. halfstarters, and you have
Pedro Guerrero. Willie McGee. and Tony Pena. and the the same team as last year.
b~
pitchers go lame. They're so desperate for pitching that only worse.
If the San Francisco
!hey signed Ted Power. who couldn't beat out Charlie
Hudson for a spot on the Tigers. "DeLeon, Magrane, and Giants had any worse luck
pray for rain" may become the saying in the.Gateway city. with injuries to their pitchI wish that the Montreal Expos would Win it aU. just ers. they'd be the Cardinals. Dave Dravecky. last
!Q the people in Montreal would wake up and realize that
they have a baseball team. They've been ignoring the year's Opening Day
£xpos too long. and the Expos always seem to find a pitcher, is gone, with a
shadow to hide in. How can you hide with players like tumor on his bicep. Rick
Andres Galarraga. the bes t first baseman in the league last Reuschel's ann. although
Year. Tim Raines, Tim Wallach. and Hubie Brooks? I don't rubbery. is hurting. and
know. How can you hide Randy Johnsoh. the 6'10" Mike Krukow and Kelly
llamethrower? This club could gel. but it will need to Downs are coming off insoUdify up the middle. Spike Owen needs to make jury-marred seasons. Add
shortstop h is own, Rex Hudler needs to keep showing the a lack of hitters to hit
Speed that made Tim Raines call him "the fastest white behind Will Clark, and you
lllan I've ever seen,· Santovenia has to prove he's not a have 120 walks for Clark.
!lash in the pan. and somebody has to take over center. and a lot of losses. Those
Ah. the Chicago Cubs. Why Is it that the best thing losses will come in the !ate
about the Cubs is drinking beer while you watch them? innings. too, because their
lbey have a perfectly fine. solid club to put on the field, but bullpen is in a shambles.
ob, that pitching. Even with the Goose (their best pitcher Mike LaCoss as your rightContact: Eric Luoma (3L), Student Representative ,747-1095.
stopper?
this spring) gone, and AI Nipper nipped, the Cubs arms are handed
sun weak. Their closers are Mitch Williams. and Calvin Pleeeease!
{/).aah, springtime! That special time ofth.e year when

!he air is.fresh. the grass is green, the birds are chirping. the
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Ringsmuth, Cernak
Big Winners in RG
Basketball Contest

Special to the Re s ~sta.e
Blake Ringsmuth. who garnered a total of 11 6 points. ri
Congratulations are in order for the University of runner-up Is third year student Steve Cemak. who flllMichigan men's basketball team. The Wolverines· 80-79 lshed with 106 points. Both men a ttained their lofty
nail-biting overtime victory Monday night over the Pirates positions In the pool by correctly predlctlng a national
of Seton Hall University brought a national championship championship for U1e home team. Mr. Ringsmuth and~~~
trophy home to Ann Arbor. This brings another college Cernak, for their a&tute roundball acumen. wl11 receive gc,
basketball season to a close.
certificates of $30 and $15. respectively, to one of Ol<l
This also brings to a conclusion the annual RC NCAA favorite restaurants.
Congratulations to the winners. To co!Ject Ule prizes,
Basketball Contest. Our unofficial tabulations show that
the winner of this year's contest Is second-year student you folks wiJI have to call the RC ofllce at 763-7976.

I A Special IG Book Review

Professor Writes New Book; Has '
Criti~s Eating (Out Of) His Hand

l

By Brad WW'St
Professor Brian Simpson. whose book
CannJbalism and the Common Law has
received such high acclaim, has published a sequel: Cannibalism and You: A
Cookbook.
The book includes everythlng from
preparation lips and recipes to general
advice. One noteworthy commen t is a
reminder to "always bring a spice rack
when one enters a lifeboat."
Student response has varied. "That's

disgusting.· said one IG staffer. But others have been more positive.
"When I was a missionary and was
eaten by cannibals, they had rave review$
for the sweet anrl sour recipe that's In
here.· said first years tudent Michael Stewart.
Stewart. who is best known for having ridden The Flopper, refused to comment further on the Incident.
Advance copies of the book are available from Professor Simpson's secretary.

Law in the Raw
Yo, Adrian. Let 's Us Go To Da Opera
San Juan. Puerto Rico lawyer Harvey l\achman was

lntervtewtng a potential client. This particular client was
the owner of a live sex-show theatre. :-us establishment
had been repeatedly raJded by the police.
Nachman asked the client what sort of remedy he
wanted.
"An injunctlon," the client demanded.
"On what grounds?" the nimble Nachman replied.
(Notice he Is getting the client to do all the work, and
bllltng the client at the same time.)
"Violation of my freedom of speech.·
"How Is lliat?" l\achman queried. (This man is obviously welJ-traJned.)
"I got an artlstic show!"
Beauty Is In the eye of the beholder, but the client's
show was merely some brief dialog before putting the
·actors· to bed.
"What's so artlstlc about that?" asked Nachman.
The c.llen t correctly replied. "For a buck fifty. what do
you want, Don Giovanni?"
ABA Journal. October 1. 1987

Hey La dy, Is That a Zucch ini?
A Tonington, Connecticut woman claims she was
publlcly humiliated when she was accused ofbelng a man
In disguise, and was ordered to use the men's fitting room
at a department store. Lynn Skokan. dressed in a white
dress willi a black belt. was shopptng in Bradlee's when
she decided to try on a new skJrt. Accordlngly. she walked
toward the changing room. A store clerk told Ms. Skokan
to waH, and when the clerk did not return, Skokan s ta rted
to enter the fitting room. It was then that security guard
grabbed her shoulder and told her she would have to use
the men's fitting room. The store manager backed up the
security guard. Skokan was eventually told to produce
her driver's Hcence as proof of her gender. Skokan is now
suing Bradlee's for the harm done to her emotionally, and
fN hann to her reputation.
I thtnk the Constitution says something about ·redress.· but I'm not sure this is what they had In mind.
National Law Journal, December 12, 1988

Belli Bwned by Plain t iffs Passing
\.

No one ever accused Melvin Belli of betng anything
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By Colin Zick and Tom Pasternak
less than a zealous advocate. As with most things. too
much zealotry can often get you In trouble. Take, for
example, one of Mr. BelU's recent representations Involving the Dupont Plaza Hotel fire, In San Juan, Puerto Rico.
We can all agree that those Injured In U1e fire should be
compensated In some manner. But Mr. Belli. generous
soullhat he Is. Insisted that the booty be shared by more
than just the burned. battered and maimed. Mr. Be!Jl and
an associate nled a claim on behalf of a Mr. Andino. Unfortunately, Mr. Andino died long before U1e fire at the
Dupont Plaza.
The judge look this in stride. and with crus hing logic,
he determined that "lb)efore fili ng. Messers. Belli and
Brown failed to conduct any type of inquiry as to the
fundamental prerequisite for Mr. Andino's claim- that he
be alive.· With that. he fined Be!Jf $5000 and sent him on
his merry way.
Makes you wonder ifBe!Ji Isn't really the late Chicago
Mayor Richard Daley reincarnate. ·sue early and sue
often.·
ABA JournaL Marc/1 1989

Go, O.J., Go!

The spread of takeover litigation has seen the birth of
a new sport- the "hallway sprint." Stock s peculators
sprtnt from the rourlroom to phone booths, to alert their
firms quickly to rulings that effect the volatile market.
Sometimes there are false starts. however. An arbitrager w!U1 Oppenheimer & Co.. upon hearing a ruling on
a takeover action between Polaroid Corp. and Shamrock
Holdings Ltd .. jurnped the gun. The court decided In fa~or
of Polaroid. and the Chief Justice d eclared the sess1on
adjourned. At this point. the swift messenger took off.
But he forgot no one leaves before the justices do. As
Mercucy was just hitting his stride. the justices were still
silting on the benrh: "Hear ye. hear ye· and other formal
phrases were still sounding.
And so a ballitT gave chase. She caught up with our
hero as he started to dial his call from a portable phone
he apparently had slashed near a bush because phones
aren't allowed in U1e courtroom. The duly chastened
athlete explained that he had just ·gotten caught up in
the moment. He realized he had make a mistake and was
sorry for it.· While apologies were being made to the
The Clothespin Was Hurting Her Nose
In a highly unusual ruling, an estranged wife won the court. other speculators returned to work and pushed
right to lock her allegedly smelly husband out of the Polaroid stock down 37. 5 cents.
The court fined our man $ 100 and found him in
couple's 450-square foot Manhattan studio apartment ln
the mids t of divorce proceedlngs. She said s he couldn't contempt of court. He was also ordered to tell Oppenstand Iiving with her odoriferous mate. who neither bathed heimer about the Incident. The court was assured that
the bosses would know before they were told that his
nor changed clothes for weeks at a time.
Traditiona!Jy. aspousecanonlybe tossed out when he mission had hit a snag: "They'IJ know about it. Now I'm
becomes physically threatening or abusive, the standard 20 minutes behind everyone else.·
Carl Lewis. are you listening?
being one of physical danger. Noted a matrimonial lawyer
WalL Street Journal. March 30. 1989
II guess U1is is a nice name for a divorce lawyer) on the
groundbreaking case which has surprised many divorce
(oops. matrimonial) types. "(t)his smells a lot like psycho- See n on the Bathroom Wall
logical danger or harm." !These are his exact words. not
"I'm naming at least the rear end for a former partner
ours!)
at Is ham."
The extension of the lock-out right to U1is type of
offensive and abusive situatlon was generally applauded
Don H. Reuben. of counsel to Chicago·s Winston &
by matrimonial rommunity. "If you had to be around Strawn (and formerly of the now defunct Isham. Lincoln
someone with a constant odor. It's offensive, abusive... .• & Beale), discussing his wife's Christmas gift of an
U1e president of the American Academy of Matrimonial Arabian horse.
Lawyers said. We couldn't agree more. Now, about the
National Law Journal, December 12. 1988.
way he leaves the toilet seat up.. ..
WaU Street JournaL March 23. 1989
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